In feature-oriented programming (FOP ), a programmer decomposes a program in terms of features. Ideally, features are implemented modularly so that they can be developed in isolation. Access control is an important ingredient to attain feature modularity as it provides mechanisms to hide and expose internal details of a module's implementation. But developers of contemporary feature-oriented languages did not consider access control mechanisms so far. The absence of a well-defined access control model for FOP breaks the encapsulation of feature code and leads to unexpected and undefined program behaviors as well as inadvertent type errors, as we will demonstrate. The reason for these problems is that common object-oriented modifiers, typically provided by the base language, are not expressive enough for FOP and interact in subtle ways with feature-oriented language mechanisms. We raise awareness of this problem, propose three feature-oriented modifiers for access control, and present an orthogonal access modifier model.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of feature-oriented programming (FOP ) is to modularize software systems in terms of features [19, 11] . A feature is a unit of functionality of a program that satPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. isfies a requirement, represents a design decision, and provides a potential configuration option [2] . A feature module encapsulates exactly the code that contributes to the implementation of a feature [8] . The goal of the decomposition into feature modules is to construct well-structured software that can be tailored to the needs of the user and the application scenario. Typically, from a set of feature modules, many different programs can be generated that share common features and differ in other features, which is also called a software product line [12, 18] .
Many feature-oriented languages aim at feature modularity, e.g, AHEAD/Jak [11] , FeatureC++ [7] , and FeatureHouse [6] . Feature modules are supposed to hide implementation details and to provide access via interfaces. The rationale behind such information hiding is to allow programmers to develop, type check, and compile features in isolation. However, contemporary feature-oriented languages do not perform well with regard to feature modularity [16] ; they lack sufficient abstraction and modularization mechanisms to support (1) independent development based on information hiding, (2) modular type checking, and (3) separate compilation. In a theoretical work, Hutchins has shown that, in principle, feature-oriented languages should be able to attain this level of feature modularity [14] . However, there are many open issues regarding the implementation on the basis of a mainstream programming language, such as the interaction with other language mechanisms, efficiency, and tool support.
An important ingredient for feature modularity that is missing in contemporary feature-oriented languages is a proper mechanism for access control. Access modifiers allow programmers to define the scope and visibility of their program elements such that implementation details can be encapsulated. For example, in Java, programmers use access modifiers (e.g., private or public) to grant or prohibit access to classes, methods, and fields. However, there are no specific modifiers tailored to feature-oriented language mechanisms. Well, since a feature-oriented language usually extends an object-oriented language (e.g., Jak extends Java [11] and FeatureC++ extends C++ [7] ), the object-oriented access modifiers are (re)used. But it is not possible to grant access, e.g., to a program element for all other program elements from the same feature and to disallow the access for all program elements of other features.
As said before, access control has not been considered so far in research on feature-oriented languages. In some sense access control mechanisms were for free when extending an existing object-oriented language. Of course, the objectoriented modifiers were not intended for the use in FOP, so one can say that they are misused. We contribute an analysis of object-oriented modifiers used in FOP and identify several shortcomings and problems that lead to a limited expressiveness of feature-oriented languages, unexpected and undefined program behaviors, and inadvertent type errors. We explore the design space of feature-oriented access control mechanisms and propose three concrete access modifiers. Furthermore, we present an orthogonal access modifier model, which integrates common object-oriented modifiers with our novel feature-oriented modifiers.
BACKGROUND
Often, a feature-oriented language extends an object-oriented base language by mechanisms for the abstraction and modularization of features.
1 In order to implement the additions and changes a feature makes, feature-oriented languages like Jak introduce a mechanism for class refinement.
In Figure 1 , we depict a class Stack written in Jak, which is an extension of Java and belongs to the AHEAD tool suite [11] . The class definition is identical to a definition in Java except for the layer declaration, which defines the feature to which class Stack belongs -in our case feature Base. Figure 1 : A basic stack implemented in Jak.
In Figure 2 , we depict a refinement of class Stack, declared by keyword refines. The refinement is part of feature Undo, which allows the clients of the stack to revert the last operation. When feature Undo is composed with feature Base, the refinement adds a new method undo and two new fields lastPush and lastPop to class Stack. Furthermore, it refines the methods push and pop (by overriding) in order to store the last item added to or removed from the stack. Keyword Super is used to invoke the method that has been refined. Typically, a feature comprises multiple class declarations and class refinements, which implement the feature in concert. We visualize a feature-oriented program design -like the design of our stack example -using a collaboration di- agram [20, 23, 21] . In Figure 3 , we show a sample featureoriented design, which decomposes the underlying objectoriented design into features. The design in Figure 3 consists of the four classes A − D (represented by medium-gray boxes), which are located in the two packages P1 and P2 (represented by light-gray boxes). The diagram displays features (F1 − F3) as slices that cut across the core objectoriented design (represented by dark-gray boxes). Hence, a class is decomposed into several fragments, called roles, that belong to different features [23] ; the set of roles belonging to a feature is called a collaboration [21] and is encapsulated by a feature module [8] . For example, class A consists of the roles A1, A2, and A3; feature F1 is implemented by the roles A1, B1, C1, and D1. The top most role of a class is also called the base class (e.g., A1) and the other roles are called class refinements (e.g., A2 and A3) [11] . The solid arrow denotes the refinement relationship between roles and the empty arrow denotes inheritance between full classes.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We explain the problems we encountered with featureoriented languages by means of Jak. Jak, as a Java extension, has inherited the access modifiers of Java. Hence, programmers can control the access to classes and members in Jak using the modifiers private, protected, package, and public.
3 But there are two problems with this:
1. Undefined semantics: object-oriented modifiers interact in undefined ways with feature-oriented mechanisms such as class refinements 2. Limited expressiveness: object-oriented modifiers are not expressive enough to control the access to elements introduced by features.
Undefined Semantics
Let us illustrate the first problem by means of our stack example. Suppose we refine our class Stack by applying a feature Trace. Feature Trace monitors the accesses to the stack and, as soon as the stack is changed, it writes all stack elements to the console. In Figure 4 , we depict a corresponding refinement, which refines the methods push and pop, accesses the list storing the stack's elements, and prints them to the console.
Feature Trace
Super.push(item);
Object res = Super.pop(); 9 trace(); return res;
for(int i = 0; i < elements.size(); i++) { 13
System.out.print(elements.get(i).toString() + " "); Figure 4 : A refinement of class Stack to trace accesses to a stack instance.
The question is whether the above example is correct. Is it allowed for the class refinement to access the private field elements of the refined class? The answer is not obvious since feature-oriented languages usually do not come with a specification (the behavior is de facto defined by the implementation of the composition engine) and formally specified subsets of feature-oriented languages do not include modifiers [5, 13, 4] . Compiling this code (or similar code) with the Jak compiler reveals that it depends on certain compiler flags whether this code is considered correct.
The background is that the Jak compiler generates Java code in an intermediate step and it supports two options to do so [15] : in the first option, called Mixin, the compiler generates an inheritance hierarchy with one subclass per refinement; in the second option, called Jampack, the compiler generates a single class consisting of the elements of the base class and all of its refinements. Comparing the two options it becomes clear why they show different behaviors in our example, which we illustrate in Figure 5 . In the first option, private field elements cannot be accessed because the refinement is translated to a subclass, which cannot access private members of superclasses. In the second option, private field elements can be accessed because all code of all refinements is moved to the class that is refined. So we have two different behaviors of a single program depending on a compiler flag that is intended for optimization.
cess them. For sake of symmetry with the other modifiers, we introduce modifier package for this case. Figure 5 : Mixin vs. Jampack.
One can argue for one or the other behavior, and certainly it is possible to fix either Mixin or Jampack such that both obey an equal behavior, but what we would like to stress is that the semantics of access modifiers and their interaction with feature-oriented mechanisms such as class refinements is not well-defined. This fact is not only a matter of tool support since it can affect the program semantics beyond type errors. Have a look at the example shown in Figure 6 . Which value is returned by method bar? Again, it depends on the composition mechanism: using Jampack, bar returns 23; using Mixin, bar returns 42. A comprehensive discussion of the reason of difference is outside the scope of the paper and we leave it as "homework" for the reader. A hint is that it depends again on the underlying composition mechanism (Mixin-like or Jampack-like) and that it has to do with Java's overloading mechanism. In Table 1 , we compare different (variants of) featureoriented languages with respect to their rules for accessing fields from a refinement and the program behavior with respect to our example of Figure 6 . We argue that the differences between the individual (variants of) feature-oriented languages are not intended but stem solely from the fact that research on FOP did not consider access modifiers so far. The language developers got modifiers for free from the base language and the implementation of the composition in a preprocessing step decides over the semantics of the composed program.
We hope that the above examples make clear that we need well-defined semantics of feature-oriented languages including access modifiers as well as a scientific discussion that motivates the choices of the semantics definition. What we do not want is that internal implementation details of compilers or the use of compiler flags, which target at optimization [15] , decide arbitrarily over the program semantics.
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Limited Expressiveness
With regard to the second problem (object-oriented modifiers are not expressive enough for feature-oriented mechanisms), consider the following example. Suppose we refine our class Stack such that accessing the stack's methods is thread-safe. The refinement shown in Figure 7 adds a new field lock and overrides the methods push and pop in order to synchronize access via the methods lock and unlock. Furthermore, suppose that feature Sync also refines many other classes in order to attain thread safety (e.g., Queue, Map, and Set) and that a central registry keeps track of all locks in use. In order to grant the lock registry access to the lock fields of the synchronized stack (queue, map, set, . . .) objects, we have to change the access modifier in Line 3 from private to public (similarly for the other synchronized classes). However, this also means that every class of the entire program has access to the lock (not only the lock registry), which is certainly not desired. Other modifiers such as package and protected are not sufficient as well, which is easy to see and omitted for brevity. Instead, we envision a modifier that states that all roles of a given feature may access a member within the same feature. In our case, we would like to grant access to the locks from the lock registry, which is introduced in the same feature as the locks are. The synchronization example illustrates that the access modifiers available in contemporary feature-oriented languages are not sufficient for fine-grained, feature-based access control. Figure 7 : A refinement of class Stack to synchronize accesses to a stack instance.
Summary
Our previous discussion shows that we need access modifiers that are specific to the needs of FOP. Programmers would like to provide access to a program element from certain features. Furthermore, we would like to define how the feature-oriented modifiers interplay with the object-oriented modifiers in order to avoid inadvertent interactions. To this end, in the next section, we define an orthogonal access modifier model for feature-oriented languages.
AN ORTHOGONAL ACCESS MODIFIER MODEL
Next, we explore the design space of possible and potentially useful modifiers for feature-oriented language mechanisms. First, we introduce three feature-oriented modifiers and, second, we explain how they can be combined with the modifiers commonly found in object-oriented languages.
Feature-Oriented Modifiers
Using the sample feature-oriented design of Figure 3 , we explain three possible modifiers that control the access to members of roles. The motivation for the modifiers comes directly from the fact that features cut across the underlying object-oriented design.
Modifier feature
The idea for modifier feature is motivated by our example, in which we added synchronization support to a stack and other data structures. There we had the problem that with object-oriented modifiers we were not able to express that only elements introduced by the synchronization feature may access the lock fields of the refined classes. The modifier feature grants exactly this access and forbids the access from other features, as we illustrate for our stack example in Figure 8 . Modifying a member with feature allows every other role of the same feature to access the member in question, in our example, including the lock registry.
Modifier subsequent
The proposal of modifier subsequent is motivated by the fact that some FOP approaches treat features as stepwise refinements. That is, starting from a base program, features gradually refine the existing program code and pro- Figure 8 : Using modifier feature to grant access to field lock from all members of feature Sync.
duce in each step a new version [11, 17] . Some researchers even draw a connection to functions that map programs to programs [10, 11, 17] . In the stepwise refinement scenario, it has been argued that a feature (represented by a function) does never "know" about program elements applied by feature that have been applied subsequently. The positive effect of such a disciplined programming style is that inadvertent interactions cannot occur with program elements that are not known at the development time of a feature [17] . This is especially important for languages that support a patternbased selection of extension points such advice and implicit invocation [22, 3] , which have been discussed recently in the context of FOP [17, 8] . In order to support this view, we propose a modifier subsequent that grants access to a program element from all elements of the same feature or of features added subsequently. Features that have been added previously cannot access the program element in question.
Modifier program
Modifier program broadens the scope of access to a member from program elements of all features. This is like the current situation in feature-oriented languages where programmers have no fine-grained access control with regard to feature-related code, except that in our novel proposal the semantics of object-oriented modifiers and their interplay with feature-oriented mechanisms is well-defined, which we explain in Section 4.2.
Discussion
A question that arises is whether the new modifiers are expressive enough or whether we need even a more finegrained access control mechanism. The smallest modularization unit in feature-oriented designs is the role. With our three feature-oriented modifiers, we are able to precisely control the access of individual roles to the elements of another role. So there is no need for a more fine-grained access. At the other end of the spectrum, it is possible to grant universal access, which is like leaving out feature-oriented access modifiers at all. The modifier subsequent is in the middle and motivated by previous work on program design. One can imagine a further modifier previous, which would be the inverse of subsequent, but we argue that such a modifier is not of practical value. Although it has been observed that there are situations, in which a feature access elements that have been introduced later, this is not the rule [3] . In these situations, a programmer can use modifier program because it is certainly not meaningful full to forbid the access from subsequent features.
A further possibility would be to grant access only to a special feature or a subset of features. We did not consider this possibility so far because we would like to minimize the coupling between feature implementation and feature management. Apart from the layer declaration at the beginning of each Jak file, there is no information about the actual fea- A2, A3,  B2, B3   A1, A2, A3,  B1, B2, B3   package   A2,  B2,  C2   A2, A3,  B2, B3,  C2, C3   A1, A2, A3,  B1, B2, B3,  C1, C2, C3   public   A2,  B2,  C2,  D2   A2, A3,  B2, B3,  C2, C3,  D2, D3   A1, A2, A3,  B1, B2, B3,  C1, C2, C3 , D1, D2, D3 Table 2 : Overview of the roles that may access a member that has been introduced in role A2.
tures. Instead, the relation between features and code is implicit and managed externally by the tool infrastructure. We believe that this separation of concerns (feature implementation vs. feature management) is one of the success factors for contemporary feature-oriented languages and tools [2] . But the last word is not spoken on this issue. Some feature-oriented languages support to modify the access to individual roles, e.g., public refines class A { . . . }. Using such a modifier in such a position we can subsequently broaden the access to a class. That is, we can make a private class protected or public but not vice versa. Thus, a modifier in such a position does not control the access to program elements of feature-related code, but it overrides an existing object-oriented modifier. This mechanism can also be used to broaden the access to the members of a class.
Finally, it remains open how modifiers like abstract and final fit into the picture and how they can be combined gainfully with feature-oriented modifiers. We shall address this issue in further work.
Object-Oriented and Feature-Oriented Modifiers in Concert
We have proposed three feature-oriented access modifiers, which interact with object-oriented modifiers in different ways. In Table 2 , we depict the interplay between objectoriented and feature-oriented modifiers with respect to the sample feature-oriented design of Figure 3 . For each combination of object-oriented and feature-oriented modifiers, the table shows the roles that may access the members of role A2 in our sample design of Figure 3 . That is, each cell of Table 2 contains the roles that are allowed to access role A2's members, which have the combined modifiers corresponding to the cell's column and row. For example, a member of role A2 with the modifiers protected and feature can be accessed by the roles A2 and B2 (first column, second row); a member of role A2 modified with private and program can be accessed by the roles A1, A2, and A3 (third column, first row).
Looking closer at Table 2 , it is interesting to observe that the individual modifier combinations constitute a lattice with 'private feature' as bottom element and 'public program' as top element, as illustrated in Figure 9 . The lattice can guide the formalization and implementation of a corresponding type system, which is concerned with the question whether the scope of the requested access is smaller or larger than the one of the accessed element. When a programmer overrides a member, as in the case of method overriding, the scope of the member's access may stay unchanged, can be extended, but cannot be limited, which means the modifier itself or any modifiers below the original modifier.
FORMALIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Although Table 2 captures the idea of our modifiers nicely, in further work, a formal definition of the operational semantics and type system of a feature-oriented language that supports these modifiers is desirable. This way, we will be able to define the semantics of our modifiers unambiguously and to guide the implementation of feature-oriented compilers. As a formal system, we will use the Feature Featherweight Java (FFJ) calculus [5] , which extends a minimal core of Java with feature-oriented mechanisms. The formalization of the orthogonal access modifier model should be straightforward and we believe that we will be able to prove the soundness of the corresponding type system.
We intend to implement a compiler on the basis of an existing feature-oriented language, preferably Jak or FeatureHouse, which can be used for an empirical evaluation. The problem of current language implementations is that they do not provide a type system that takes the feature-oriented abstractions into account. Merely, feature-oriented code is translated to object-oriented code, and an object-oriented compiler type checks the translated code. Since our featureoriented modifiers do not have corresponding constructs in the generated object-oriented code, the object-oriented compiler is not able to detect access violations offhand. Hence, we need a feature-oriented compiler with feature-oriented type system. Whereas there are some formalizations of subsets of feature-oriented type systems, there are no fullyfledged compilers that have been developed with feature orientation in mind. Another possibility is to adapt existing compilers of related languages such as CaesarJ [9] .
Once we have a feature-oriented compiler, case studies should explore the practicality of feature-oriented modifiers and reveal potential problems but also potential benefits for the mission of attaining real feature modularity.
CONCLUSION
Based on our experience with contemporary feature-oriented languages, we have proposed three modifiers targeting specifically at feature-oriented languages mechanisms. Furthermore, we have developed an orthogonal access modifier model that seamlessly integrates object-oriented and feature-oriented modifiers. The background is that the notion of access control has not gained much attention in feature-oriented language design, which leads to a suboptimal modularity and expressiveness and unintuitive semantics and inadvertent errors in feature-oriented programs.
A question that remains is whether the novel modifiers will prove of value in practical software development. Certainly, in order to attain real modularity, further ingredients are necessary (e.g., declarative completeness and modular linking), which are outside the scope of this paper (see the work of Hutchins for details [14] ). Also it is not clear whether our names of the modifiers match the intuition of the programmers well. In the case a program element has no modifiers, which modifiers should we assume as default? We intend to initiate a discussion about these and other open issues and inspire further research that evaluates the benefits and drawbacks of our model and its successors.
Furthermore, it is open which further mechanisms are necessary to attain the properties necessary for real modularity (information hiding, modular type checking, and separate compilation) and how they interact with our orthogonal access modifier model.
